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MORE THAN A MARGIN
From the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Department of Defense to
senior leadership at the United States Air Force Academy, the
future of national security is at the forefront of deliberations
and planning.
Unlike the military departments, however, programming at
the Air Force Academy provides donors the ability to impact
the preparedness of cadets as they train to be leaders in
the Air Force. For several years, Academy programs funded
by private donations were called margin of excellence
programs. As private funding has grown and cadet
experiences have multiplied, it is becoming clear that donor
impact is so much more than a margin. It is immeasurable.
Gifts made today in support of the Academy foster cadet
exploration, engagement and discovery. They help develop
a well versed and more experienced officer in the United
States Air Force.
A capstone project, for example, helps a cadet fully engage
in his major as he applies classroom lessons to real-world
projects. A leadership role in a cadet club helps a future
officer apply her leadership training to an experience that
sparks her interest. A new facility expands the capabilities of
the Academy to offer new experiences, new information and
up-to-date technologies to improve cadet preparedness.
Your gifts provide more than a margin of excellence. More
than inspiration. More than teamwork. More than character.
More than motivation. With support from donors like you,
Academy projects and programs are shaping cadets for their
future roles as leaders, the Academy for its future programs
and the nation for its future combat readiness.
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MORE THAN A MARGIN

From the president and CEO
Lt. Gen. Mike Gould ’76 USAF (Ret.)

From the Chairman of the Board
Jack Kucera ’78

The Air Force Academy demands excellence in
every aspect of cadet training. Excellence in All
We Do, a hallmark of Academy training, is a core
value that is constantly reinforced in every cadet
until it becomes second nature.

It’s an honor and a pleasure to serve beside our
committed and passionate staff as well as a diverse
and talented group of board directors who share a
commitment to our Academy and to the men and
women who are being shaped into future Air Force
officers and leaders for our nation.

The staff and board of directors of the United
States Air Force Academy Endowment share that
same commitment to excellence as we guide the
philanthropic activities of the organization. We
believe our cadets deserve the very best training
possible.
We are especially pleased that 2018 was the
most successful fundraising year in the history
of the organization, with graduates and friends
contributing $27.9 million to Academy and cadet
projects and programs. Since our founding in
2007, we have helped donors direct more than
$168 million of support to the Academy.
The Air Force Academy continues to grow and
expand cadet programs in academics, athletics,
character and leadership development, and
heritage-building projects that honor the Long
Blue Line. The Endowment is committed to not
only keeping pace with the Academy’s future,
but also staying one step ahead so that we are
always in a position to expand the excellence that
defines this institution and the Air Force officers it
produces.
Thank you for your support in 2018, and please
join us on the journey to reach new heights in 2019
and beyond.

Since 2007, we’ve raised more than $168 million to
support the Academy. We continue to work with the
Association of Graduates, the Falcon Foundation,
ARDI, Friends of the Library and our newest
supporting foundation at the Academy, the Air
Force Academy Athletic Corporation, to support all
aspects of the cadet and graduate experiences. Our
relationships with the Academy and the supporting
foundations have matured, and the mutual trust has
all of us working for the same common good.
As we prepare for the future, the Endowment is
committed to raising $45 million in support of the
new Air Force Center for Cyber Innovation, which will
establish the Academy as a leader in cyber research
and education. The Academy has identified a need
for at least $40 million to complete the renovation
of Falcon Stadium and enhance other athletic
facilities, and the Endowment will carry the mantle
on completing these projects. Additionally, the
Academy has asked the Endowment to designate
$50 million to help expand character and leadership
development programs.
The Endowment team is committed to the
Academy and the cadets who have been called to
serve our nation. What you see in this 2018 annual
report is a great start and just the beginning. We’re
very grateful for your support in moving us to the
next level!
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$22

MILLION
DONORS PROVIDED
$22 MILLION TO CREATE
AN ICONIC CENTER
FOR CHARACTER
AND LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT, WHICH
OPENED IN 2016.
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MORE THAN A MARGIN

From the Superintendent, U.S. Air Force Academy
Lt. Gen. Jay Silveria ’85
On behalf of the entire United States Air
Force Academy community, thank you for the
support you have provided to our Air Force’s
next generation of leaders. Your assistance has
had a direct, daily impact on the Academy’s
development of our cadets into officers who will
shape the future of the modern profession of arms,
and we are grateful for your generosity.
The dedicated support of the USAFA Endowment
has made our Academy a much better place to
educate, train and inspire our cadets. Our National
Character and Leadership Symposium convenes
in the world-class Polaris Hall and has been able
to invite high-quality speakers that enrich the
conversations on our campus about issues of
national importance.
The Holaday Athletic Center (HAC), the largest
privately funded capital project in Academy
history, has allowed our athletes to train and
practice regardless of the weather. A facility that
rivals those at top athletic programs around the
nation, the HAC allows our Academy to maintain a
competitive edge in a safe training environment.
Your support allowed us to reopen the USAFA
Planetarium this winter, a re-imagined facility
that will enhance our STEM (science, technology,
engineering and math) outreach to audiences
of all ages. This modernized platform will deliver
both academic and entertainment content to our
cadets and to the local community, and it provides

an opportunity for years of enrichment and
inspiration. After a 15-year hiatus, we are thrilled
about the potential it presents and the excitement
it has generated throughout our campus and
community.
In my time here as superintendent, I have seen
firsthand that your impact is much more than
a margin of excellence, and the results of your
efforts are evident in the success of our cadets.
The Stamps Leadership Scholars program is
a prime example of this impact, through the
uncommon leadership, research and academic
opportunities it provides. This year, two of our
cadets were among the top students in the nation
to be selected as Rhodes Scholars, and they will
pursue graduate degrees at Oxford University
next fall. That both of these cadets were Stamps
Leadership Scholars is no mere coincidence.
They will soon be ambassadors representing our
Academy and our Air Force among the world’s
best in their fields of study, and you helped make
it happen.
These are but a few examples of how the
incredible impact of your support across our
Academy has helped us to prepare our cadets to
meet the challenges of the future and to exceed
the demands of the modern battlefield. We are
a better institution, and our graduates are better
officers, because of each and every donor and the
support you have given. Thank you!
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DONORS BY LEVEL (CASH RECEIVED)
CUMULATIVE GIFTS
AND COMMITMENTS

$168.10

ALL DOLLAR AMOUNTS
IN MILLIONS

CUMULATIVE GIFTS BY
PURPOSE 2007-2018

The number of donors who made cash contributions to
the Air Force Academy through the USAFA Endowment
at various giving levels during 2018.

2018 GIFTS BY PURPOSE

2018 GIFTS BY SOURCE

4

5,743

$124.61
$110.23

TOTAL
$168.10
MILLION

$93.82
$62.88

$1 million
and above

$140.22

$78.15

TOTAL
$27.88
MILLION

TOTAL
$27.88
MILLION
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$500,000$999,999
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$1,000
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1,320

$250,000$499,999

$1,000-$2,499

2007-2012

2013

2014

7,565

PEOPLE CONTRIBUTED TO
THE AIR FORCE ACADEMY

1,189

PEOPLE MADE FIRST-TIME
GIFTS IN 2018

2015

2016

2017

2018

1,822

DONORS GAVE ANNUAL
GIFTS OF $1,000 OR MORE

$3.17 million
GIVEN BY GRADUATES IN
SUPPORT OF THEIR CLASS
REUNION GIVING PROJECTS

$2.24 million >$66,000
CONTRIBUTED TO THE
AIR FORCE ACADEMY FUND
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RAISED ON GIVING TUESDAY

Private gifts and commitments of $168.10
million to the USAFA Endowment since its
inception in 2007 were designated
to the following purposes:

Private gifts and commitments
of $27.88 million to the USAFA
Endowment during 2018 were
designated to the following purposes:

Private gifts and commitments
of $27.88 million to the USAFA
Endowment during 2018 came
from the following sources:

Academic Support
$33.30 million – 19.8%

Academic Support
$18.47 million – 66.2%

Graduates
$20.74 million – 74.4%

Athletic Support
$29.09 million – 17.3%

Athletic Support
$877,000 – 3.1%

Foundations
$3.64 million – 13.1%

Character and Leadership
$38.74 million – 23.1%

Character and Leadership
$396,000 – 1.4%

Companies
$1.91 million – 6.8%

Heritage
$6.02 million – 3.6%

Heritage
$1 million – 3.6%

Parents
$848,000 – 3.0%

Operational Support
$26.95 million – 16.0%

Operational Support
$2.28 million – 8.2%

Other
$742,000 – 2.7%

Unrestricted Support
$9.22 million – 5.5%

Unrestricted Support
$2 million – 7.2%

Other Institutional Support
$24.78 million – 14.7%

Other Institutional Support
$2.86 million – 10.3%

TOTAL NUMBER
OF DONORS

198

$2,500-$4,999

7,565

17

$100,000$249,999

$

119

38

$5,000-$9,999

$50,000$99,999

84

$10,000$24,999

30

$25,000$49,999
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THANK

YOU

FOR MAKING 2018 A
RECORD-SETTING YEAR!

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
The following information is derived from the
Endowment’s financial statements as of
December 31, 2018.

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents............. $ 21,260,000
Investments...................................... $ 30,570,000
Pledges (promises to give)............. $ 22,920,000
Other assets..................................... $
450,000
Total assets...................................... $75,200,000

EXPENSES
Program services............................. $ 6,670,000
Fundraising....................................... $ 3,640,000
General and administrative............. $
850,000
Total expenses................................. $ 11,160,000

MORE THAN A MARGIN:
EXPANDING HORIZONS
Sixty years after it first opened,
a renewed and modernized
Planetarium and STEM Center is
being reintroduced at the Air Force
Academy.

An eager crowd of more than 1,100 community members
waits to enter the newly renovated Planetarium and
STEM Center January 20, 2019, in conjunction with the
lunar eclipse.

With modern technology and
opportunities to showcase more than
constellations, the Planetarium and STEM
Center can have an even larger impact
than its predecessor. Programs will be
offered for K-12 STEM outreach, cadets and
the general public. Pre-made presentations
will be used as the facility showcases its
capabilities. The staff will be able to create
their own shows as well.
The facility had been shuttered since 2004.
Thanks to the findings of a Planetarium Task
Force convened in 2012, the Academy started
making plans to reopen the planetarium. Lead
gifts by John Martinson ’70 and Jerry ’70 and
Pam Bruni helped the USAFA Endowment raise
over $2.5 million in private funds. The publicprivate partnership between the Academy and
the Endowment created a state-of-the-art facility
that will educate visitors for years to come.

THE FUTURE
After a grand re-opening on March 2, 2019, the
Planetarium and STEM Center is building its audience
through school visits and free weekday screenings.
Supporters of the planetarium can help keep the
programming up-to-date with donations
to the planetarium fund.
See video, stats and more at
usafaendowment.report

10

100,000
THE PLANETARIUM AND
STEM CENTER IS PROJECTED
TO SERVE 100,000 CADETS,
K-20 STUDENTS AND
VISITORS OVER THE NEXT
FIVE YEARS.
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MORE THAN A MARGIN:
TRANSFORMING AN
ACADEMY ICON
Falcon Stadium is shedding its 1960s
veneer as it is transformed into a
modern sports venue through an
impressive renovation.
The 2018 Falcon football season began
with the completion of Phase II of the
renovation, including locker rooms,
medical treatment areas and a VIP green
room addition.
The stadium renovation will impact
recruitment of future cadet-athletes,
enhance existing traditions for the
Cadet Wing and strengthen community
connections through positive event
experiences.

THE FUTURE
The Endowment is working with HKS Architects
to develop designs for the completion of the
renovation. The goal is to completely overhaul
the east side of the stadium — the public
face of the stadium — and make aesthetic and
accessibility improvements to the west side.
“I believe a renovated Falcon Stadium will elevate
every facet of this institution: athletics, academics,
character and leadership development and military
training,” said Mike Gould ’76, president and CEO
of the USAFA Endowment. “In a large way, the
success of this vision will require the support of the
community and our graduates. I know this will be
no small endeavor, but I know it is one we can and
must achieve!”
See photos, stats and more at
usafaendowment.report
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Donations to the Falcon Stadium renovation fund helped
enlarge and improve the football locker room prior to the
start of the 2018 season.

2
TWO DONORS EACH GAVE
$5 MILLION GIFTS IN
SUPPORT OF THE FALCON
STADIUM RENOVATION.
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MORE THAN A MARGIN:
ELEVATING CYBER AT
THE ACADEMY
A cyber attack on the United
States could take aim at a variety of
vulnerable targets, and the country’s
defenders will need a combination
of technological expertise, defense
strategies and extensive private sector
partnerships to stop one.
The new United States Air Force Center
for Cyber Innovation, to be built on the
east edge of the cadet area overlooking
Stillman Parade Field, will have a direct
influence on the Air Force’s preparedness for
cyber warfare. The facility and its programs
will bring together cadets, faculty, industry
partners and other cyber experts to address
Air Force-related cyber issues.
In 2018, donors provided more than $11 million
to help with construction costs for the building.
An anonymous donor provided a lead gift of $8.5
million, the largest in the Academy’s history. Cubic
Corporation has pledged an additional $1 million.

THE FUTURE
“The future cyber fight is going to be based
on a combination of industry, public and private
partnerships, working together to try to solve
problems,” says Col. David Caswell, head of the
Department of Computer and Cyber Sciences. “If we
want to succeed in this as a war fight, we have to
bring all of the organizations together, and that’s
what this building will do.”
See video, stats and more at
usafaendowment.report
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The planned Center for Cyber Innovation will bring together
cadets, industry leaders, academics and military operators to
develop effective solutions for the war fighter.

10
THE NEW CENTER FOR
CYBER INNOVATION
WILL FEATURE 10 LABS
FOCUSED ON SPECIFIC
CYBER ISSUES.
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PHILANTHROPY IN ACTION AT USAFA
Private support touches nearly all areas of the Air Force Academy. In 2018,
supported programs and projects offered cadets more than a margin of impact
with expanded knowledge, diverse perspectives, high-level competition and new
frontiers to explore.
Exploring space
A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket carried the
Academy’s FalconSAT-6 satellite into
space in December. Built by cadets,
the satellite will run experiments and
gather information on propulsion, solar
arrays and low power communications.
Rugby champs
The USAFA women’s rugby club team
won the 2018 Women’s D1 Collegiate
Fall Championship. Academy graduates
and friends raised $541,000 for the
men’s and women’s rugby teams to
support them well into the future.
Law dogs
The Academy’s mock trial team placed
first in the Bulldog Brawl Invitational at
Gonzaga University in Washington.
World-class scholars
The Academy’s most recent Rhodes
Scholars, Cadet 1st Class James
Brahm and Cadet 1st Class Madison
Tung, broadened their horizons
through summer research and cultural
immersion experiences offered
through the Stamps Leadership
Scholar program.
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Developing leaders of character
The 2018 National Character and
Leadership Symposium welcomed
distinguished military leaders,
scholars and business professionals
from around the world to stress the
importance of leading according to
strong moral and ethical standards.
Dr. Beverly Daniel Tatum, president
emerita of Spelman College, was the
Class of ’73 John and Lyn Muse lecturer.
War, Literature and the Arts
Cadets delved into the complex world
of the profession of arms through
a humanities lens during the War,
Literature and the Arts Conference.
Speakers included a wide array of
authors and artists, including Pulitzer
Prize winner Suzan-Lori Parks.

Rugby champs

Summer research
In 2018, 267 cadets participated
in summer research projects and
programs. Their experiences included
testing flight simulators with Boeing,
conducting anti-terrorism computer
experiments in California and studying
geothermal energy applications in
Iceland.

Summer research

Developing leaders
of character

Law dogs

War, Literature and the Arts

World-class scholars

Exploring space
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Cadets work through cyber-related
problems with AF CyberWorx personnel.

CORPORATE AND FOUNDATION RELATIONS
The Office of Corporate and Foundation Relations at the United
States Air Force Academy Endowment works to facilitate
mutually beneficial partnerships that ultimately further the ideals
and core values of the United States Air Force Academy.
Cubic Corporation, for example, has worked with the Academy
for several years. The company partners with the Academy to
research how best to prepare cadets and airmen for a major
cyber attack event.
“We focus on solving complex problems that are pain points
for our customers,” says Melanie Hagerty, vice president for
engineering and innovation at Cubic. “We believe enemies will
attack communication structures between the ground and air
forces. In order to provide comprehensive and realistic training
against our most determined adversaries, we absolutely have to
address cyber.”

$5.5

MILLION
CORPORATIONS AND
FOUNDATIONS PROVIDED
$5.5 MILLION IN SUPPORT
OF ACADEMY INITIATIVES
IN 2018.
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Cubic has been addressing cyber issues with its sponsorship of
senior capstone projects. They provided initial funding to set
up the project, and they have continued their involvement with
ongoing mentorship of cadets enrolled in the course. A Cubic
employee is also embedded at the Academy. Vel Prakhantree
works on campus with Air Force CyberWorx to conduct and
facilitate design sprints. She helps the participating groups
understand human-centered design and approach problems
from a design-thinking angle.
The company has also committed a $1 million gift in support of
the new United States Air Force Center for Cyber Innovation.
“We are committed to training cyber warriors with the same
rigor that we help kinetic warriors train,” says Mark Graper
’80, vice president for business development, Cubic Global
Defense, Europe.
usafa.org/endowment/cfr

23
USAFA OPERATES 23
RESEARCH CENTERS,
SUCH AS THE CENTER
FOR UNMANNED AIRCRAFT
SYSTEMS RESEARCH, WITH
SUPPORT FROM INDIVIDUAL
AND CORPORATE DONORS.
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CLASS GIVING
The USAFA Endowment works with reunion classes to support
priority Academy projects as part of the Class Giving Program.
In 2018, class giving projects accounted for $3.1 million in gifts
in support of the Academy, a 140 percent increase from the
previous year. Fourteen classes actively raised funds for projects
in 2018, including seven new projects.
The Class of ’68 exceeded its 50th reunion project goal, which
supported the Cyber Competition Team Endowment. Other
projects included (new projects are identified with an asterisk):
• Class of ’71, Center for Character and Leadership
Development and the Air Warrior Combat Memorial
(pictured)
• Class of ’72, Air Gardens Renovation*
• Class of ’75, Air Gardens Renovation and Contrails
Endowment
• Class of ’76, Air Gardens Renovation and Wings of
Blue Endowment
• Class of ’78, Center for Cyber Innovation Building*
• Class of ’85, Planetarium and STEM Center Renovation
• Class of ’88, Profession of Arms Speaker Series Endowment*
• Class of ’89, Exemplar Program Endowment*
• Class of ’93, National Character and Leadership Symposium
Panel Fund
• Class of ’97, Planetarium and STEM Center Renovation
• Class of ’98, Planetarium and STEM Center Renovation*
• Class of ’08, Participation campaign as part of their
10-year reunion*

Members of the Class of ‘71 talk with
Superintendent Lt. Gen. Jay Silveria ‘85
at the groundbreaking for the Air Warrior
Combat Memorial.
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• Class of ’18, Participation campaign in honor of their
graduation*.
usafa.org/classgiving

GIFT PLANNING

PARENT AND FAMILY GIVING

The USAFA Endowment welcomed 17 new Polaris Society
members in 2018. The Polaris Society celebrates the charitable
spirit and commitment of generous individuals who establish a
legacy gift to help the Air Force Academy in the future. Donors
informed the Endowment of $5.3 million in gifts slated to
benefit the Air Force Academy as part of their planned giving.

The Parent and Family Giving program at the USAFA
Endowment completed its first full year after it began in
mid-2017.

There are a variety of methods to arrange a legacy gift for the
future benefit of the Air Force Academy:
• Arrange a bequest in your will and/or trust, which can be a
specific amount, a percentage, or the “rest and remainder”
•E
 stablish a special trust that will provide income for the rest
of your life, and possibly a spouse, in exchange for the trust
remainder to be used by the Academy
•D
 esignate the USAFA Endowment as a beneficiary of a
retirement plan, bank or brokerage account, or insurance
policy you own
• Donate certain personal or deeded property, such as a primary
or secondary home, commercial or investment property. This
can be arranged as a current gift, or designated as part of your
estate’s charitable bequests.

“The success of this program is a credit to the families of our
cadets and graduates. It is something unique to them and
their experiences – especially those who are not graduates
themselves,” says Jason Fox, director of the program. “So much
of the Academy is geared toward alumni and military. It’s nice
to have something just for parents.”
The Parents Leadership Council — a group of leading
philanthropic and volunteer families — remains a critical
element to engaging the broader base of Academy families in
conversations about giving.
usafa.org/pfg

legacy.usafa.org
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267
THE DONOR-SUPPORTED
CADET SUMMER RESEARCH
PROGRAM HOSTED 267
CADETS IN 2018.
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YOUR GIFTS PROVIDE MORE THAN A MARGIN
OF EXCELLENCE. MORE THAN INSPIRATION.
MORE THAN TEAMWORK. MORE THAN
CHARACTER. MORE THAN MOTIVATION.
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BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Jack Kucera ‘78, Chairman
Stephen M. Dickson ‘79, Vice Chairman
Jerome V. Bruni ‘70, Treasurer
Dr. April S. Fitzgerald ‘87, P ’17, Secretary
Terrance M. Drabant ‘65, Advisor to the Executive Committee
Lt. Gen. (Ret.) Mike Gould ‘76, P ’04, P ’07, President & CEO
Terrence O’Donnell ‘66, Member at large
R. David Yost ‘69, Member at large

DIRECTORS

$168

MILLION
DONORS HAVE SUPPORTED
THE AIR FORCE ACADEMY
WITH MORE THAN $168
MILLION WORTH OF GIFTS
SINCE 2007.

Dr. Dana H. Born ’83, P ’20
William Clohan ’70
Leslie G. Denend ’63
Gen. (Ret.) Ralph “Ed” Eberhart ’68
Col. (Ret.) Leonard C. “Lucky” Ekman ’63,
P ’91, P ’96
John M. Fox ’63
Jeffrey M. Frient ’87
Timothy J. Fyda ’79
Alex P. Gilbert ’87
Brian C. Gornick ’02
A. Bart Holaday ’65
Lt. Gen. (Ret.) Bradley C. Hosmer ’59
Max F. James ’64
Maj. Gen. (Ret.) Edward R. Jayne II ’66
Dr. Paul G. Kaminski ’64
Jonathan M. Keyser ’04
J. Scott Kirby ’89
Matthew J. Kuta ’05
Dr. H. Michael Lambert ’70
Dr. P. Michael Leahy ’71
Edward E. Legasey ’67
Gen. (Ret.) Stephen R. Lorenz ’73
Maj. Gen. (Ret.) Eugene A. Lupia ’67
Stephen MacLeod ’91
Paul S. Madera ’78

Sarah J. Marshall ’93, P ’16
John W. Martin ’69
John H. Martinson ’70
William W. Maywhort ’68
Richard D. McConn ’66
Gilbert D. Mook ’67
John F. Olive ’67
Harry J. Pearce ’64
Charles E. Phillips ’81
Gregg C. Popovich ’70
Edward G. Reisdorf ’63
Dr. Ervin J. Rokke ’62
Michael P. Ross ’81
Paul Rossetti ’70
Richard T. Schlosberg III ’65
Daniel J. Schnepf ’83
Lt. Col. (Ret.) Thomas A. Stein ’70
William E. Wecker ’63
Gen. (Ret.) Mark A. Welsh III ’76, P ’03
Wayne W. Whalen ’61
Hugh H. Williamson III ’64

DECEASED
Dr. Robert P. Barnes ’67
Robert Mazet III ’63
William H. Simpson ’63

Watch videos, see more photos and discover
more project information online:
usafaendowment.report

“

“

3116 Academy Drive, Suite 200
USAF Academy, CO 80840
719-472-0300
usafaendowment.org

. . . 2018 WAS THE MOST SUCCESSFUL
FUNDRAISING YEAR IN THE HISTORY OF
THE ORGANIZATION, WITH GRADUATES
AND FRIENDS CONTRIBUTING $27.9
MILLION TO ACADEMY AND CADET
PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS.
LT. GEN. (RET.) MIKE GOULD ’76
PRESIDENT AND CEO, USAFA ENDOWMENT

